
 

The Basics of Running Shoe Selection and Fit:  
Information for High School Track Team Parents 

 
Proper Equipment Can Increase Training Comfort and Help Limit/Mitigate Injuries 

• Aches and pains during the first few weeks of practice are common, but ongoing training in improper footwear can result in 
more severe/serious injuries.  The right equipment is a starting point for better training and reduced injury.   

• Shoes have become very technical; there is a “right shoe” for every foot type and running/walking gait.  Shoes labeled 
“running” in a mall store are typically not designed for the volume and intensity of training a HS runner will do.   

• When purchasing shoes, consider: 
– Gait cycle, foot strike 
– Foot dimensions 
– Weekly mileage 
– Typical running surfaces 
– Body type and size 
– Injury history 

 

Potomac River Running (=PR=)’s Gait Analysis Process 
Training shoes are designed to function differently and should be selected based on the athlete’s footstrike, giving consideration to 
propensity for injury.  Athletes with a neutral footstrike and a high or rigid arch tend to need a “cushion” or “neutral shoe”, while athletes 
who overpronate (roll or twist slightly to the inside as their foot strikes the ground) typically require a “stability” shoe designed to correct 
the inefficiency.  As they become more efficient, they may need “less” shoe.  Every shoe company makes one or more shoes in every 
category; once the category is identified, the athlete can compare comfort/fit in several shoes designed to do the same thing 
functionally.    
At =PR=, we analyze gait and footstrike in order to provide guidance on the best category of shoe.  Our process is: 

– Watch athlete run/walk in a “neutral” shoe at normal exercise pace on our treadmill.  (A camera points at the runner’s 
feet and a video screen allows us (and you) to see what is happening 

– Identify unique characteristics of foot-strike – over-pronation, supination, forefoot-striking, etc. 
– Discuss exercise history and current regimen, injury issues, etc. 
– Consider arch height and foot flexibility when relevant 
– Choose functional shoe category to match gait and other characteristics 
– Select styles consistent with foot shape and dimensions, have the athlete determine which shoe feels best based on 

comfort, then revisit the function of the shoe on the treadmill if necessary. 
 

Shoe Fit, Wear, and Care 
• Because running/walking shoes are typically cut shorter than dress shoes, and your feet swell with exercise, expect that 

training shoes will size up between ½ and 1 ½ sizes.  Check for about a “thumb’s width” of space between the front of the toe 
and the front of the shoe. 

• Shoes typically last between 300-500 miles or about 6-7 months when worn outdoors.  One pair of shoes should be sufficient 
for the typical HS training season, but if the athlete is doing off-season training, pay attention to shoe wear.  Sudden, atypical 
aches and pains (during a consistent exercise routine) can indicate that the shoe is wearing out. 

• Shoes should not be put in the washer or dryer.  Wash them by hand and stuff them with newspaper to pull out most of the 
moisture.  If they need to be even drier, place them in front of a cool air source like a fan. 

 

Competition Shoes 
A training shoe can be worn for both training and racing, but some athletes choose to purchase competition shoes as well.  A 
competition shoe is a minimalistic, light shoe designed specifically for various track events – spikes for runners and jumpers have a 
plastic spike plate and varied heel support depending on the athlete’s event (athletes running 400 M and over and jumpers who land on 
their heels typically choose an all-purpose, mid-distance spike, while true sprinters select a sprint spike.)  Throwing shoes have a 
smooth but durable surface enabling throwers to attain good speed in the circle, without destroying the shoe.  There are specific 
requirements for certain indoor race venues, which may require a completely rubberized sole without spikes or a spike plate. .We 
suggest athletes new to track wait to choose a competition shoe until they know what events will be their focus. Competition shoes are 
typically less expensive and, when cared for, do not need to be replaced (aside from the spike pins) unless the athlete’s foot grows. 
 

=PR=’s HS Discount 
Many of us at =PR= benefited greatly from our experiences as HS cross country athletes, and we try to give back to the sport by 
supporting all HS runners with a 10% year round.  Simply indicate that you are a HS athlete when you come in and you will receive this 
discount.  We host Team Nights, sponsor meets and events, and offer other promotions and giveaways for HS athletes as well.  Visit 
our website and check the High School page for ongoing HS-related info and promotions! 
 
=PR= ASHBURN       =PR= RESTON             =PR= BURKE   =PR= ARLINGTON 
Old Ashburn Square       Reston Town Center            Burke Centre   Gold’s Gym Center 
20630 Ashburn Road #137      11911 Democracy Drive            5715 Burke Center Pkwy  3924 Wilson Blvd 
703-729-0133       703-689-0999             703-978-0500   703-243-2332 
Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-6, Su 11-5    Hours:  M-F 10-9; Sa 10-8; Su 12-7     Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-6, Su 12-5 Hours:  M-F 10-8, Sa 10-6, Su 12-6 
www.potomacriverrunning.com      www.potomacriverrunning.com            www.potomacriverrunning.com www.potomacriverrunning.com 
 
=PR= CLEVELAND PARK      =PR= ROCKVILLE             =PR= TYSONS CORNER  =PR= LEESBURG 
Sam’s Park and Shop       Rockville Town Square                       Tysons Station   Villages at Leeburg (Wegmans) Center 
3513 Connecticut Ave NW      115 S. Gibbs St.             7516 Leesburg Pike  1601 Village Market Blvd SE 
202-244-3544       301-251-1290             703-790-3338   571-918-0302 
Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-7, Su 12-5    Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-7; Su 12-6     Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-6, Su 12-6 Hours:  M-F 10-8; Sa 10-6, Su 12-5 
www.potomacriverrunning.com      www.potomacriverrunning.com            www.potomacriverrunning.com  www.potomacriverrunning.com  
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